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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since oral reading is of vital concern in the primary 
grades, it is essential to discover effective methods of 
utilizing the time devotedto the teaching of this subject. 
Most of the reading at the priniary grade level is presented 
through basal reading systems. It is important to evaluate 
the procedures suggested in t}le various manuals. This study 
is an attempt to determine whether children retain f'orm.ally 
presented vocabulary better when they must Usou:b.d it outrr in 
oral reading, or when they are 11 told 11 each time they miss it 
in oral reading. 
It is· one part of a group project at all elementary 
levels. The research· chapter will. be ·found in the volume by 
Jennings, Virginia, et al, 1959. 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The Problem: 
The problem involved in this study is a means ot 
determining whether children retain formally presented vo-
cabulary better when they must ~·!a:amid out" every wor·d each 
- . 
time one is missed in oral reading, or whether they retain it 
better when they are told an unkriown word immediately in oral 
reading. To this end, it is necessary to present material in 
which the vocabulary words to be tested are new to each child, 
Boston Universit~ 
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and is presented in a new situation. In this way, it would 
be possible to control the presentation, the oral reading, 
and the testing of these words in a situation where only the 
methods of attacking unknown words in oral reading would be 
the variable factor. 
With a group of six persons working on this prob-
lem at the third grade level, each person made an effort to 
accumulate a list of twenty words which ~hey felt would be 
new and beyond the reading .and speaking vocabulary of all 
third grade children to be used in the study. These words, 
phonetic and non-phonetic, were select~d from such sources 
as the Grade VI Basal Reader, Row Peterson Series, the 
Grade VI Basal Reader of the Scott-Foresman Series, and the 
Grade II Basal Reader of the Ginn and Company Series. These 
words were checked against a list of the spontaneous speak-
ing vocabulary of children in the primary grades to be sure 
they were not on this list. 
The lists were discussed by the group and the value 
o:f each on the basis of. its respective merits. The final list 
included varied parts of speech, colorful and abstract words 
as well as some phonetic and non~phonetic. An effort was 
made to get a variety of words which could be combined to-
gether in some way in a story theme. This list follows: 
2 
3 
~OR;.:.:I:;:G:..:IN:=::.;:;;AL;;;; ~· .QE FORTY WORDS 
Expedition Radiator 
Martian Shrink 
Canyon Tambourine 
Sombrero Cord 
Coyotes Devote 
Pneumonia Faucet. 
Exaggerated J'ealotis 
Designer Muscle 
Competition Moustache 
Circular Ornamen"t 
Equipment Taffeta 
Extremely Fascinate 
Ruin Hesitate 
Saucer: 
·Phantom 
Farewell Cinder 
Sphere Wretched 
stanza Heavenly 
Tender Hubbub 
Vagabond Tragic 
Depleted Barometer · 
As an informal test o! these wol.'*ds, they were pre-
sented to a boy in the third grade who :is an above average 
student. As a result of this, only ten of ·the ' or igina~ words 
'were found to be beyond his vocabulary. With this in mind, 
another list was compiled, tested, and found to be above the 
. child•s level. This was an acceptable basis of judgment, 
. . 
since the child was a very superior student. These forty 
words were ·the f'inal vocabulary selected for presentation. 
This list is as follows: 
Stagecdach 
:Pheasants 
Mercury 
Legend 
· EX.trao:ttdinary 
Depleted 
Pedestrians 
Spectacles 
Gt>aceful 
Lynx 
.Ttl.mult 
Expedition 
Promenade 
. Bologna. 
Unique 
Canyon 
Carnival 
Retrieve. 
spaghetti 
Silhouette 
Cobblestone 
~agger ate 
Vagabond 
Logical 
Century 
. Disaster 
Obstacles 
Colliding 
Ballerina 
Magnifi-cent 
Tambourine 
Martian 
.Speculation 
Ukelele 
Versatile 
Stranded 
Ruin. 
Anticipate 
Percipitous 
Limp 
The f'or,ty wo;t>ds were divided into groups o! "twotstt 
which seemed to .be easily combined. For e:x:~le, Jtcanyonn· 
' 
and Jts:tranded 11 seemed to lend themselves to a certain type o! 
., 
theme •. Since twenty stories were necessary, lots were drawn 
to decide which members of the group wouid be called upon to 
4 
write three stories, and which membera would write four. 
This decided, each.· selected their groups of' words and wrote 
stories of' about . .500 word~ using two of' these words in each 
The stories to be written were to contain. words 
that would be lmown to the children with the exception of' the 
two to be taught. In this way, ·the 11 loa.dtt of' two words per 
day·would be .far below the accepted norm.for the third grade,· 
and there.fore would not be a burden to even the slow learner. 
When they were completed, they were brought together, dis-
cussed and criticized on the basis of their vocabulary, 
length, and content. This havirig been checked, they were 
then mimeographed, and placed in groups of' five stories in 
an order allowing for variety and interest in each group of' 
five. They were then· put together in booklet form, five 
stories for each week. .. The two brads were used to fasten the 
booklets which were covered with either oaktag or construe-. 
tion paper for facility in handling. A copy of the stories 
may be found in the appendix. 
Two cll.arts were constructed to schedule the stories 
' . 
on a rotating pattern, and to list the words presented in 
each story. In choosing the rotation pattern, .for the four 
week period, thought was given to the variability of teaching 
in each group exposed to the study. To counteract this, each. 
group became a ttcheck upon itself'*, since one weekts stories: 
5 
e. 
were presented to the unknown words being told, while the 
next week's stories were presented to the same group and they 
-
were expected to "sound 11 each unknown word. The !allowing 
cbart shows· the actual rotation of' the stories: 
First Week 
1. The Lost Home 
2a- Driver Jack 
3~ Pheasants In The Yard 
4• Mercury 
5. Flying Saucer 
Second tveek 
1. susan• s surprise 
2. Golden Arrow 
3. Mr •. Gr.~ 4. The Ttll'np ike 
5. A Hunting Adventure 
Third Week 
1. The Restless Tambourine 
2. The Mouse In The .. Moon 
3. Pattyts Promenade 
4. The Bologna Man 
5. The An±mal Fair 
Fourth Week 
1. Pica Pete 
2 •. The Carnival 
3· Spot Goes On A Hunt 4. The Kingts Spaghetti Dinner 
5• The Wanderers 
Since the schedule was established, it was 
necessary to decide upon a,method o:r presentation which would 
be suitable in each classroom. Itwas decided that since it 
. . . 
should be kept as much as possible like' the classroom's usual 
routine, each teacher would present the two unknown words in 
the manner 1n ~b,ich ·vocabulary was generally pres en ted in her 
own classroom. The ·only-restriction would be that added 
practice outside the actual reading o:r the stories would not 
be given. In this way, although the pr~sentation o:r the 
vocabulary might well vary, the practice given in each case 
would remain cons.tant• 
Another f'actor to be considered was the amount of' 
6 
time a~lowed for the actual reading of each story. ' A t~e 
limit of ten minutes was set up on each story since the 
variance in length of each was insignii'icant.. With this time 
limit in mind, it was essential to determine a time limit for 
the opportunity given for a child to sound a word. It was 
recognized that it was entirely possible that if one child 
were ~llowed to struggle .through a section, he could con~ 
ceivably use the entire ten minutes. · It was decided, there-
fore, to limit the time allowed :for the sounding of unknown 
words to ten seconds per word. The teacher would provide as 
much help in this procedure as was customary, relying upon 
phonetic concepts with the child r s knowledge. Should the 
group fail to complete the story in the ten 'minutes as a re-
sult of time spent Jlsounding"~ the teacher would then have 
the children close the booklets and would complete the story 
herself so that it would not be a frustrating experience even 
for the slower learners. Further decisions involved in-
eluded. the acceptance. of a plan to allow a review o:f the 
words taught on the previous day. There was to be no review 
on Friday preceding the weekly qui~. 
On Friday, using the c~art constructed·for the re-
cording of recogniti9n of the words, the teacher was to use 
flash cards to check the recognition. Eachchild was to be 
tested individually, to determine knowledge and recognition 
of the words taught for the week. Shown the :flash card, the 
7 
child was given five seconds to pronounce the word correctly. 
If at the end of the five seconds this could not be done 
successfully, the child was told the word, but not given a 
check on the chart for recognition of the word.. As a result 
of these cnarts, kept carefully each week telling the words 
and whether the "sound" or 11tell n method was used in oral 
reading, an accurate record was available showing which words 
the child missed,· when he was absent~, and whether the worda 
had been practiced under the ttsound" or 11 tell tt method. · A 
copy may be found on the next page•. 
It was necessary, however, to construct some means 
ot testing the childt s retention of' these words after a ' 
period of time had passed •. · To fit this, a test was con-
structed designed to test the child ts ability to respond to 
meaning. In each case, ~he child was told the meaning of the 
word, as it had been presented, and was asked to circle it in 
a group of four. In this way, the response< to meaning and 
the ability to recognize the word would be tested with little 
nguessing" possible since there were four choices. · For 
exa.mpl~, the teacher would say, ·· 110ircle the word in row one 
which is a kind .of meat." The child would be expected to 
circle, the word ttbologna". The complete test is. available 
in the· appendix.· 
It was decided that this was to be given on the 
Friday following the finaJ. week of actual presentation. In 
8 
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~EK NUMBER 
~. L. Hood 
I .. 
II 
e:. O'Neil 
:r 
II 
f:r. Dee 
I 
II 
J. Rand 
:r e II 
1 
SCHEDULE 
PRESENTATION OF MATERIAL 
2 3 4 
1-5 S01.Uld 6-10 tell 11-15 sound 16-20 soun< 
1 ... 5 6~10 11-15 tell tell 
6 ... 10 sound 
6-10 tell 
11-15 sound 
11 ... 15' tell 
Dl6-20 sound 
Rl6-20 tell 
Total pre-
sentation 
time pe:P 
story 
10 minutes 
sound 
1-5 teli 
1-5 sound 
16-20 souncl 
16-20 tell 
Dll-15 tell 
Rll.;_15 sound 
Total time 
allowed on 
each word. 
10 seconds 
16-20 souncl 
~6~20 tell 
1-5 sound 
l-5 tell 
D6-10 sound 
R6-lO tell 
Individual-
test ;... 
end of.' 
each week 
16 ... 20 tel~ 
11-15 sounc 
11-15 tell 
6-10 tell 
6-10 sound 
Dl-5 tell 
Rl•5 sound 
Final test 
Friday 
a..fte:P last 
:presenta-
. tion 
9 
-· 
9a 
- ·--
•' 
-·· -· 
- .. 
" 
11.1 
..ct ~ G) 
G) bO ~ 0 .p .. r-i s:l .p 
'E .p ~ () "t"f 0 I1J ·~ s:l ~ ~ 't:f 0 G) 0 cd G) 't:f 
WORDS PRACTICED .p "t"f ~ . ,..; p ;.0 m bO 0 s:l 
nTell Mej;hodrt 0 ,..; ..a 0 ~ ~ "t"f ~ G) rl cd ..a ~ 4)· bO ~ ·~ .p t' g : ..tl' M 0 G) 11.1 ·~ 0. G) ! rl ;rl 
Allen 
Goldstein 
H:vler 
Kell:v 
e Lan~ 
Parker 
Silver 
Swartz I 
Wayne 
. 
e . 
.. 
. , .~ .,.. __ 
' 
this way, time would have elapsed and a delayed test would 
show actual learning of' the words •. When this was completed, 
it would be possible to determine by the number o:f correct 
responses whether the child bene:fi tted more :from the "sound rt ': 
or the "tellu procedure since this would be the only variable 
It would make.no di:f:ference which actual words were missed 
since it was the procedure to be evaluated and not the indi-
vidual words .• 
Having completed this, and compiled the scor~s of. 
the individual weeks~ results could be observed, and possibly 
some trend indicated. 
l'OPULATION 
In the :final analysis, t1:tere were eight classrooms 
either wholly or partially involved in this study. These 
eight classes were located in :four cities and towns in 
eastern Massachusetts, representing a cross-section of en-
vironmental :factors, intelligence, and achievement. One city 
involved is an immediate suburb o:f Boston, in a poorer socio~ 
economic district .of an otherwise well-to-do city. Two 
others are towns on the :fringe of the suburban area, of 
moderate income, and providing children of :fairly standard 
environmental factors. 'lhe last is an industrial city in 
southeastern Massachusetts where the children come to the 
chool with a bi-lingual background and socio-economic back .. 
' 
- ' 
10 
e grounds which are below average. ·Six o:r th~se eight classes 
are' instructed~ in reading in the common m~er in which the 
teacher o:r the class instructs all the groups in reading 
within her own c·lassroom. Two classes involved function 
under a system o:r homogeneous grouping in reading. As a 
total, there are 178 children involved in this· study •. 
Within this group, the chronological age covers a 
range o:r over :rour years, with the older children involved 
being nrepeatersn _at the third grade J:evel, and With the 
youngest child being one who did not pass through the:.second 
grade.. A chart o:r a breakdown o:r this number into chrono-
logical age groups is :ro~d directly below. 'lhese ages are 
given as o:r October 1, 1958. 
TABLE I 
CHART. OF GBRONOLOGICAL AGE 
Months Number o:r Children 
88-92 l.2 
93-97 41+· 
98-102 49 
103~107 35 
108 ... 112 9 
113.;.,117 10 
118-122 10 
123-127 '6 
128-132 .. ---l 
178 
11 
Although there appears to be an indicat~on that 
I.Q .. is not the most important f . actol' in succ_ess in reading, 
it is necessary to determine the span and the breakdown of' 
th~s group according to their I.Q.. . These I,.Q. 's listed are 
results of' scores obtained f'romgroup intelligence tests -
Kuhlman-F~nch, Pintner Durost, Gaiif'or.nia, and Otis Mental 
QUick Scoring. The breakdown. of'these are listed directly 
below. 
TABLE II 
150-J..59 (3) 
14-0-149 {7) 
130-139 (11) 
120-129 {27) 
110-119 {42) 
100-109 {42) 
90-99 (26) 
80-89 (16) 
70-79 (4) 
Since the teaching done and the practice given was 
done according to_groups, it is necessary also to indicate 
the division of' the population into reading groups. Although 
divided into three groups, it lllUSt be kept in mind that the 
level of' achievement f'or each group naturally varies with 
l2 
each class and each system involved. The breakdown, however, 
is listed directly below. 
Group I 
VeDy Good-Excellent 
72 
TABLE.III. 
Group II 
Aver age-Good 
54. 
Group III 
Poor-Fair 
52 
These breakdowns would appear to be sufficient de-
scription o.f the population, since these are the .factors 
which may e.f.fect the variable being .observed and tested. 
The testsresults were analyzed and the results are 
presented in the .following chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In the breakdown of this data, it was necessary to 
analyze the scores of the entire group ori. the basis of the 
weekly and final tests. Also, it was necessary to analyze 
findings in regard to reading groups, since these were the 
units in which the words were taught. The following Tables 
indicate these·results and their relationships to one an-
other. 
Table IV shows the results of the weekly scores of 
the "sound tl and tttell n words as recorded from the entire 
population tested,.·· 
e TABLE .IV 
RESULTS OF WEEKLY SCORES OF SOUND AND TELL WORDS AT WE THmD 
GRADE LEVEL AS RECORDED FROM FOUR GROUPS 
SOUND ~ 
Number Number of Number Number of 
of Words Children of Words· Children 
Correct Receiving Score Correct Receiving Scora 
20 5o 20 47 
19 21 19 19 
18 
·i% 18 21 17 17 25 
16 10 16 11 
15 8 15 8 
14 8 14 -~ 13 11 13 
12 5 12 7 
11 6 11 ~ 10 4 10 
9 5 9 4 8 6 8 4 
7 2 7 3 
6 6 6 1 
5 0 5 0 
4 0 4 3 
3 1 3 1 
2 0 2 1 
1 2 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
-178 178 
MEAN: 15,73 MS,AN: 16.07 
S.D. 4e64 S.D~M •39 . _· S.D. 4.37 S.D.M .32 
. · .·. .DJ:Flr. ·34 
S~ .• 51 O .. R •• 66 
There were 178 children in the entire population 
from the four different communities. As a result of re-
cording their weekly scores_ on both Usoundu and trteJ.J.U method 
of practice, the ineans of these. two scores may be compared. 
The me~ score for -the nso\l.nd wordsn correct ·was 15. 73, and 
15 
f:or the tttellu words 16.07. 'The critical ratio o:r .66 shov-rs 
the dif:f:erence is not statistically signi:t:icant. 
16 
Table V indicates the scores received by the entire 
population on the delayed test o:f the "soundn and· rt.t~un 
words. 
TABLE V .. 
RESULTS OF DELAYED TEST SCORES OF SOUND AND TELL WORDS AT THE 
THIRD GRADE LEVEL AS RECORDED FROM FOUR GROUPS 
.SOUND TELL 
Number Number of NUmber Number o:f 
o:f ·\'lords Children o:f Words Children 
Correct Receiving Score Correct Receiving Score 
20' 64 20 '· 59 
19 29 19 30 
18 18 18 J-4 
l7 11 17 ll 
16 5 16 14" 
15 5 15 3 l4 8 14 8 
13 6 13 8 
12 2 ~2 4 11 ,5 11 ·3 
10 ~ 10 5 9 9 2 
8 4 8 2 
7 3 .7 3 6 4 6 3 5 1 5 2 
4 1 4 5 
3 _l 3 2 
-178 178 
MEAN: 16.55 MEAN: 16.39 
S.D •. 4.62 S.D.M .35 S.D. 4.51 S.D.M .34 
DIFF •• 16 
Sixty-four o:f the 178 children involved received 
perfect scores on the ''sound" words and 59 children r-eceived 
perfect scores on: the ntenn words. The mean score :for the 
17 
"sound" wa.s 16.55, compared with 16.39 .for "tell n. Since 
' . 
the difference between these two score results is only .16, 
.and'the C~itical r.atio is .33, no significant di.f.ference can 
be noted. 
18 
Table VI shows the results of the weekly scores of 
the children in the Group I reading groups in the four com-
munities on the ttsoundrt and "tell" words correct. 
TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF WEEKLY SCORES OF SOUND AND TELL WORDS AT ~BE 
GROUP I LEVEL OF THIRD GRADES AS RECORDED FROM FOUR GROUPS 
SOUND TELL 
--· Number Number 'of Number Number of 
of Words Children of Words Children 
Correct Receiving Score Correct Receiving Score 
20 37 20 36 
19 12 19 11 
18 11 18 8 
17 4- 17 11 
16 2 16 2 
15 0 15 2 
14 1 14 0 
13 3 13 2 
12 0 12 0 
11 1 ll 0 
10 0 10 0 
9 __! 9 ...Q. 
72 72 
MEAN: 18.60 .· MEAN: 18.57 
S.D. 2.51 S.D.M .• 30 S.D. 1.80 S.D.M .21 
DIFF •• 03 
SED .35 C.R. .09 
Of the 72 children in the top reading groups of 
these communities, 37 rece.ived perfect scores on the nsoundn 
~ -
words, while 36 received perfect scores on the 11 telln words. 
' -
The mean for the "soundn was 18.60, for the tttell 11 18 .• 57. 
... .,_ .... . 
T.he critical ratio of .06 indicates that there is no diff-
19 
20 
erence, statiscally significant, between the score results. 
Table VII indicates the scores received by the 
children in the Group I reading groups o:f the .four communi-
ties on the delayed test o.f the ttsound tt and "tell" words. 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF DELAYED TEST SCORES OF SOUND AND TELL WORDS AT TEE 
GROUP I LEVEL OF THE THIRD GRADES AS RECORDED FROM FOUR GROUPS 
SOUND 
Number 
o:f Words 
Correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
Number o.f 
Children 
Receiving Score 
39 
J.8 
~ 
0 
2 
.1 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
-72 
MEAN: 18.61 
TELL 
-Number 
o:f Words 
Correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
23 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
·6 
Number of 
Children 
Receiving Score 
37 ' 
18' 
7 
2 
3 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
-72 
]'lEAN: 18.81 
S.D. 2. 71 S.D.M .32 S.D. 2.15 S.D.M .. 25 
DIFF .• ~20 
C.R • • 50 
O.f. the 72 children in this selected group, 39 r$-
p.eived per.fect scores on the "soundn words on the delay~d testl 
~hile 37 received per.fect scores on the "tell 11 words. The 
nean o.f tbese two series o.f scores was equally close, 18.61 
21 
-- for the nsound 11 and 18.81 for the nte1l"• With a difference 
of only .20 between these two it is obvious that the critical 
ratio of .50 is not statistically significant. 
/ 
Table VIII is the tabulation or the scores received 
by the children in the Reading Group II on the weekly "sound" 
and rrtellll tests o;C the forty words. 
TABLE VIII 
SOUND ~ 
Number Number of Number Number or 
ot :wo~ds Children or .Words Children 
Correct Receivi~, Scol:?e .Correct Receiving Score 
20 ll 20 8 
19 5 19 7 18 3 18 10 17 10 17 7 16 5 16 4 15 2 15 5. 14 4 14 \ l 13 2 13 2 12 0 12 2 ll l ll l 10 2 10 2 9 2 9 2 8 5 8 2 7 0 7 l 6 
_g_ 6 0 
-54 54 
MEAN: 15.41 MEAN: 15.94 
·s.n. 4.24 s.n.M .58 s.n. 3.61 s.n.M .-49 
DIFF • • 53 
SED .15 C.R •• 71 
With 54 o;C the total 178 children falling into this. 
"good 11 reading group, :.the mean of this group in Tfsound" words 
was 15.41. Their mean for rrtell" words was 15.94. The 
critical ratio of .71 as a result o:f these close mean~ shows 
the di:f:ference between the scores is not statistically 
signi:f.icant. 
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Table IX is a. tabulation o:f the scores received by 
the children in the second reading groups in the :four com-
munities on the delayed testing o:f the "soundrt and ntenn 
words.· 
TABLE IX 
RESULTS OF DELAYED TEST SCORES OF SOUND AND TELL WORDS AT THE 
GROUP 1I LEVEL OF THE THIRD GRADES AS RECORDED FROM FOUR GROUP~ 
SOUND ~ 
Nu:ntber Number o:f Number Number o:f 
of words Children .. o:f Words Children 
Correct Receiving Score Correct Receivjng Score 
20 l4 20. 14 
19 11 19 10 
18 9 18 5 
17 tt ·' 17 8 16 16 5 
15 3 15 0 
14 3 14-.· 2 
13 :Q. 13 2 
12 0 12 2 
11 1 11 0 
10 2 10 3 
9 0 9 2 
8 0 8 0 
~ 2 7 1 1 6 0 
54 54 
MEAN: 17.06 
.. 
MEAN: 16~83 
S.D. 3·51 s.n.M .48 S.D. 3,.43 s.D.M .47 
DlFF. 23 
SED .48 c.R. • .34 
The mean o:f the scores o:f the delayed test o:f the 
"soundtt words was 17 .06, while :for the 1ttel1" it was 16.83. 
Again, since the dif:ference was only .23,, the cJ?.itical. ratio 
e o:f .34 is not statistically signi:ficant. 
Table :X: shows the results of the weekly scqres ·of 
11soundtr and "telllf words at the Group III level. 
SOUND 
Number 
of Words 
Correct 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
~· 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Number of 
Children·• 
Receiving Score 
2 
4 
0 
4 
~ 
3 
6 
5 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
4 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
52 
TABLE X 
~ 
Number. 
of Words 
correct · 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
' 
3 
2 
1 
o· 
Number of 
Children 
Receiving Score 
3 
1 
3 
~ 
1 
~ 
.3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
l 
0 
3 
l 
.1 
0 
1 
-52 
MEAN: 12.19 MEAN: 12.43 
S.D. 4.90 S.DeM e68 S.D. 5.02 S.D.M .70 
J.'J, DJFF •• 24 
·a .R • • 25 
Although these children were considered to be the 
11poor" to "fairtt readers their mean score on the weekly. 
. . 
•
11 soundu was 12.19, and for the "telln was 12.43. The diff-
erence indicated by the critical :ratio of .25 is not sta-
tistically significant. 
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Table XI shows the results of the delayed test 
scores of the nsoundu and"telln words at the Group II level. 
TABLE XI 
SOUND ~ 
Number Number o'£ Number Number of 
of Words Children of Words Children 
Correct Receivins.score Correct Receiving Score: 
20 11 20 8 
19 0 19 2 
18 6 18 2 
17 2 17 1 
16 1 16 6 
15 0 15 3 
14 ~. 14 3 13 13 5 
l2 2 12 2 
11 4 11 3 
10 2 10 2 
9 5 9 0 
8 2 8 1 
7 1 7 2 
6 2 6 3 
5 l 5 2 
4 1 4 5 
3 3 3 2 
2 2 
52 52 
' 
MEAN: 13.17 MEAN': 12.58 
S.D. 5.38 
SEn 1.01 
Of tb.e 52 children which fall in the Group III cate-
gory, 11 had per'£ect scores on the delayed llsoundfl test, and 
8 had per.fect scores on the tttellu delayed test. The mean '£or 
the "soundtt was 13.17, while ·it was 12.58 on the "tellu. The 
26 
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critical. ratio is not statistically significant. 
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e Table XII is a listing o~ words by peraentage 0~ 
aorrect responses as recorded by weekly tests. 
TABLE XII 
% GIVING CORRECT % GIVING CORRECT 
RESPONSES WHEN HAVING RESPONSES WHEN HAVINC 
~ SOUNDED OUT T.HE WORDS BEEN TOLD THE WORDS 
l• ballerina 96 90 2. gracefully 95 90 
3. extraordinary 78 78 4. century 91 72 
5~· depleted 78 88 
6. disaster 68 78 
7 ~ pedestrian 43 62 
a. obstacles 79 89 
9. magni~icent 77 71 
10. lynx 79 75 
11. stranded 88 ~t 12. canyon 99 M: a ami val 87 72 ruin 92 69 
15. retriever 87 60 
e 16. anticipate 70 67 17. precipitous ~~ 54 18. spaghetti 75 
19. limp ~t 8o 20. silhouette· 50 
21. spectacles 86 92 
22. colliding 72 78 
2~. stagecoach 86 92 2 • cobblestone 88 92 
25. pheasant 79 87 
26. exaggerate 68 69 
27. Mercury 87 88 
28. vagabond 89 86 
29. legend 85 84 
30. logical 75 71 
31. unique 65 79 
32. versatile 75 85 
33.. bologna 98 97 
34. ukelele 92 92 
35. promenade 90 92 
36. speculation 72 71 
37. Martian 90 88 
38. expedition 84 78 
· ~9. tumult 73 75 0. tambourine 88 79 
.e 
As a result of a tabulation of the correct re-
sponses to each word the following facts were noted: 
1. 22 words were learned by a high percentage 
by nsoundingn, and 16 words were learned 
by a higher perc entag"e by 11 telling rr. Two 
words received the same percentage .both 
ways. 
2. The highe~ percentages o:.f correct J:>esponses 
was found for the ttsou.z:ding" method for 
bologna, 99%; 97% learning-it by t1tel1 11 • · 
3. In five cases the difference was more than 15%. Three of these were in :favor of 
Usound fl 1 and tWO in favor Of U tell u. 
4. The word rece;i.ving the lowast percen ta.ge 
of c-orrect resp.onses was percipitous 
which received only 42% of correct re-
sponses ffsoundingu-. _· It rece.ived 54% of 
correct. responses rttellingn.. · 
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CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the ef-
fect upon retention of formally presented vocabulary when the 
child 11 soundedrr every unknown word, and when he was told an 
unknown word immediately in oral reading. To obtain such 
information, a group of 178 third grade children in four com-
nmnities varying in.size, locale, and socio-economic back-
ground took part in a .four week program. designed to present 
forty vocabulary words in the following manner: 
A. In a rotating pattern, twenty words were 
presented in ten stories in which the 
child "sounded" every unlmown word ten 
seconds be.fore being told the word. Since 
the vocabulary was based upon vocabulary 
already learned with the exception of the 
two new words per storyi these were tech-
nically the only unknown words. 
B. Fitting into this rotating pattern on the 
alternate weeks, twenty words were pre-
sented in ten stories in which the child 
was told unknown words immediately with-
out being asked to "sound it out. 11 
a. Oral recognition tests were given at the 
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end of each week (five stories, ten 
words per week) tor retention of the 
ten words taught that week. Scores of 
these tests were recorded. 
D. Delayed tests were given one week after 
the final series of ten .words had been 
presented on the entire'forty words in 
which the child was to respond to the 
meaning of the word by circling the 
printed word • 
. CONCLUSIONS 
From this ·study, the following conclusions may be 
1. There appears to be little difference in the number 
of words learned by either method. 
A. The mean for the entire population for 
the weekly ttsound" was 15.73, compared 
with 16.07 words for "tell". 
B. The mean for·the ttsoundn on the delayed 
for the entire population was 16.55 
words compared with 16.39 for tttellu. 
2. T.he differences between reading groups were greater 
than the differences between the methods. 
A. The :mean for the nsound n weekly for 
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Group I was 18.60 words as compared 
with 18.57 words on the "tell". The 
delayed test for this group indicated 
a mean of 18.61 words on the "sound"~ 
SJ+d 18.81 words· on the "tell. u 
B. The "soundll mean for Group II was 15.41 
words on the weekly as compared to 15~94 
wards on the "tell. n On the delayed 
teat, the mean for "sound" was 17.06 
words, and the mean for tttellrt was 16.83. 
0. In. Group III, the mean for the weekly 
!~sound't was 12.19 words as compared 
with 12.43 for th~ "tell." On the de-
layed test, the mean .for "sound" was 
13 .. 17; 12.58 words for the 11 te11n. 
3 .. There was not a consistent pattern between the scores 
on the weekly test and those on the delayed test, 
although the dif.ferences were not statistically sig-
nificant. 
4. The "soundrt words appeared to receive a greater per-
centage o.f correct responses than the "tellu words. 
Only five words had a difference in perce~tage o.f 
fi.fteen.. Canyon, Ruin, and Century .favor "sound tr 
by over this fifteen percent. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The rollowing are suggestions ror rurther study in 
this problem area; 
1. A group of testers should use this material at the 
same level on a larger population and compare results. 
2. The time given for the oral reading or each selection 
should be determined according to the reading leve 1 
of the individual group. 
3. The material should be adjusted to the learning rate 
of .each group rather than set ror the entire pop-
ulation, 
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The king was in his royal throne room" 
He was crosso Forgetful Cook had forgotten 
something again<» The king called. the cookli) 
Toda7 he had forgotten to put apples in the piso 
Yesterday# he had forgotten to put meat in the 
'· 
sandwiches o 
~e king v s cook was a good cookD but 
forgettulo . A forgetful cook would never do tor 
a kingms palaceo 
''You will have one last chance, 11 
:ro~ed the king" "Tonight I want a spaghetti 
d3.nner 1'1 t for my palace o u 
1
'Yes6 Your t-1ajesty9 " squealed the 
cooko "Oh Dears oh Dear,'' Forgetful Cook said 
to his helpers e 'lhey felt ISO'X!Ty for the COOkG 
He was a forgetful cook~ but a good and kind 
cook. Everyone did love ntm. 
~ckly they set to wo~ko Big tall 
kettles were filled with water on tine stoveo 
"lrJe must have a delicious sauceo 
,-. .. ;· :·• . '. 
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That is the important thing for a spaghetti 
dinner 11 n said cooko 
!!he best meat was cookedt» the best to ... 
matoes$ suga.t' and apices were miXed to make the 
sauce. Soon a delicious sauce smell filled tne 
ldtehene Tb.e cook and his helpers took turns 
stirring the sauce carefully o It was almost time 
.for dinner. 
No ona heard the whispering on the top 
shelf of the cupboardo Everyone was too bUS7o 
"What about us ? '' squealed mtm.7 11 tt le 
voices. 'Jhe pieces of spaghetti-were jumping 
~ound in excitement~» 1'l.f he forgets us the king 
will have his head9 n said the longest and largest 
piece o We mu.s t do something111 vv 
"We must put ourselves :into the ~rater~" 
said another.., "How," cried a little vo1ceo nwe 
axae on the top shelf.., The bo:t.ling water is way 
down below on the stoveo" 
"Trle would have to jump three shelveso" 
''That is much too far 9 n said anothere 
"Yes rt they all said "That would be D D 
a very perilous jumpe we would be broken into 
small p:.teces. 
After whispering and talkingD this 
is Tr1bat happene<io The canned peas/) on the third 
shelf stepped out toward the edge of their shelfo 
The canned fruits on the second shelr did tb0 
same. ~e boxes of breakfast food on the first 
shelf did the same. ~s made steps from the 
fourth shelf down to the boiling we. ter., 
One by one the pieces of spaghetti 
jumped from shelf to can to box and into the 
water. This way the jumps were shorto 
All was ready to serve the kingc. The 
spaghetti was cooked and the sauce was hote 
~e king was so pleased witn the meal 
that he told the cook he could stay in the 
palace as long as he wanted. 
This made eveeyone happyo The Jd.ng 9 
the cook., not even the cook!s helpers ever knew 
who were the real helpers on the day of the 
king*s spaghetti dinner. You doc 
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PHEASANTS II'l mE YARD 
Bob by Ral'p er was e :1gb. t years old ando 
until a little while ago, had lived all bis 
life in the city. Nolf$ he, his mothe~ and 
father, and his little sister JU.d7 wwe living 
1n a new house 1n the coun:tryo 
Jud.;v and Bobby liked the1:r new hcme4) 
They- had nice neighbors and plenty of room tor 
playing •. 
One morning9 the7 awoke· to find it 
had snowed dul'ing the nifJ;lt. Q)lickly, ~obbt 
:ran to· the tdndow to see if there was enough 
snovJ' for sl:Ldingo He noticed ardmal tracks in 
the backyardo 
The tracks belonged to a bea.utii\ll 
cock pheasant who had come looking for .food. 
The stom had covered the seeds he usually' 
found on the ground0 Bllt9 in Bobby's 7a.rd thel'e 
was a bush that still had many berries lett on 
it. That"s where the pheasant was---...... eating 
those berries .. 
. 
,, 
·.• i' 
BObby called to his sister, "Come to 
the windOlo1~ Judy, and see l1hat we have in our 
own _.);?acky'al*do 11 
Why, itus just like the pheasants we 
sa.lrt at the City zoo," said JUdy. "Isntt he 
beautiful?"· 
JUst then$) anothex- one came walking 
toward the bush from around the c crne:r of the 
houseo Now, there wex-a two birds eating berl'ieso 
A few days later, Ml's o Harper had to 
go to the city to do some shopping~ She took 
the child:Fen with her so that they could visit 
with their old friends Jack and Sally. 
Bobby could hardly wait to tell hia 
friends about the pheasantso He ~old about the 
·tracks in the yard and the ber:t»ies on tb.e busho 
T.b&n, because Bobby liked to exaggerate, he said$ 
"ibere mu.s t have been about ten of them! n He 
liked to watch the :faces of his friends who had 
never seen live pheasants except at the zooo 
But then he looked at his sistero He 
didntt .feel veFf! proud when he watched her face. 
She lmew the:r.a had been only two birds in the yardo 
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The next orning, Bobby waited. roza 
SUre enough, tne two 
were back at the bu.s eating. However, the ··:.·· 
ber.ries weFe almost 
"Why don t t you throw some small 
pieces of bread on t a gl'ound and see it the 7 
like it," said Mrso 
t tnat was a good idea. 
But, as ned the door the pheasants 
scampered awaw 0 IJ.hey :returned- though, tthen he 
weut into the house d things weN quiet againo 
The next mo n1~ the:re we:re fouz. birds 
waiting to be fed. A week later there were seveno 
)fros • Har,per bOUght a big bag o:r wild 
bird seed and each mo ing J\147 ~d Bobby put 
.teed in the J'al'd. mom 1:ng there we=ve more 
birds waitins to be fe 0 
Soon. the c 
will be visiting the c 
ldren and MFse Hazapw 
i'b.is time 
Bobby won't have to ex ggerate When he says. 
"Thex-e are about ninet en pheasants that come 
into OUlt J'a:rd each moxa It will be much 
more fun to teU the t tho 
Dr~ Wolf fl s D g F~.m. was vary noisy 
this Today lflB.S the day ot 
the big liunto 
to Dro Wolf'Gsc 
rom :fa:r;:t away t11ere coming to 
They .w uld be dressed in fine 
bunttng elotnea .and wo d ride beautiful horsese 
Everyone was happy except Spoto Spot 
was a small brown and dog who lived in 
Dre Wolf's house. 
was not a retrievsre 
was the only dog who 
on to be sad~ Today the 
retrievers t-rould be ab e to run in the woods 
all day longG) t-Jhe:n th y came back to the far.m 
they would have a big elicious dinrierQ 
Spot 1-toul.d :ve to sit by tb.e .farm 
gate and tv-a.S:t. A big dog farm was 
a lonely place were tne only dog theree 
down. in the sun to rest o 
Oh6 how he did wish he were a retrievero Spot 
had anticipated going n this bunt for a yea~o 
He had thought about 1 · so much that he almost 
believed he was go~ soc All th$ antie1~ 
pating in th& wo~ld di not do any goede Onl:y 
and Spot was not a re~ 
trieveJ?o 
"Perhaps ano er time"" said Spot 
sadly. "Sniff', sniff9 what ie that strange 
smell?" Spot went slo ly to the back of the 
large dog house. 
the enemy of all 
·Tam. Cat was 
nea..rby forestQ 
than a ce.to He 
he got into the dogs' 
to his surp~ise was 
TOM CATc 
wild oat from the 
_was more like a tiger 
and fiereeo Once when 
me he scratched the 
dogs' eyes~ ate thei~ ood and even tore down 
their beds. All the d gs were afraid of Tom Cat o 
What was poo frightened Spot to do? 
Spot watched quietly a Tom Cat picked at the 
doo~z Slowly it st~g open$ Tom Cat crept inc 
Then he went to worko 
and was just about to 
Spot started barkingQ 
He scratched at the walls 
tnish the dog food ~men 
Spot b~ked and barkedo 
He barked so long and o loud that Tom cat be ... 
came frightened., All ot knew was that he bad 
to scare Tom Oat awa:y{j 
"If' I do not Tom Cat will spoil the 
dog house," thought Sp t9 Spot chased Tom Cat 
~ound and roundp ·and f nally out the doo~o Just 
then Mcs,. Wolf came wi h her old broom4) "ScatiJ 
I Scat," she scolded as he chased Tom Cat away. 
"Here Spot~ elte good dog," called 
Ml'soWolf 
"trlha t a wond r~ dog you are, '9 she 
sxcle.imedo "Come into the house and hava some 
delicious meat.'' Spot had never been t~eated 
like this before. 
When Ml?., Wo :returned home his wife 
told him all that had appaneda · Mr. Wolf was 
pleased with SpotQ 
"Well Spot$" 
~e a wonderful dogo 
an enemy I think you w 
e said, ''you ce!l'tainl:y 
u ware so good at Chasi~ 
d be good at chasing the 
animal in our next hunt rt ~. klolf eontinnsdil 
"Yo"U may not be able to animal~ but 
you can lead the retrie e~s to her." 
ly believe his ears. He 
was really going to go 
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PICO PETE 
Pico Pete wa a cowboy who lived in tne 
wasto He Ranch in Lost Caeyon in 
Wyoming~. He had a hor e named Tom and a white 
pony named St2ll1onG a lived with his grandfatherQ 
His father and mother 
7ears oldo T.bey were 
\V)"omingo 
ad died "t>Yhen he was e igb.t 
illed in a train wreck· tn 
Ons day Pico eta got a good supply 
ot food and loaded Toml!i He put his knapsack and 
gun on the saddle, too$ He started out along the 
Black Trail~ He wanted to observe his grandfathervs 
cattle in the gully bel Wra Sometimes rustlers would 
try to steal themo 
Pico Pete ght about the xaanch life as 
he rode along. ered that his grandfather 
said there might be tro ble soon~ for the water was 
getting low in the gull e They nm.st decide what to 
do about this problemp s well as be ready for 
rustlers~ 
Sometimes P co Pete thought he would 
like to visit a city the East and see what a 
city' boy does and wa on the 'sidewalkso But Pico 
his horse and pony9 as it 
would be impossible to ride them in a city"' So 
he rode 
wem. ... yiS 11 yel ad another cowboy tJ pulling 
up out of a cloud of d t beside himo 
''Hi .... yi i 9' re 
t.zater rising?" 
"NoS" 
e byD galloping fasto 
"Is the 
"Follow meJ IDm 
looking for a new trsate. hole tor my cattle$" 
So Pico Pete joined s~~ Be and Sam 
lasso any bronco easil Q He was only ten but 
a strong yo1..1ng cowboy., 
They gallope $ A canyon loomed up in 
fl*ont of theme 
"Let II s Ol'm there a ft said Sam.D 
-pointing to a, stream s ing down below the canyono 
his horse over the roo~ 
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'rom stumbled t then continued on the 
ledge 9 s directionse 
b.outs_dD uTh.er* v-a no water 
there at all~" 
Pieo 
turn back and head fo~ 
-Sam :Looked up sky., Dark clouds 
were gatheringa d at Pico Pete and saidD 
"We are stran.ded here.~~ T.hose cJ.ouds 
may mean a tornado"" 
t> "tve will be safer here 
than up on the ledge .. " 
e . i If said sam~ 
tied their horses 
to a scrub tree in the ~ey patted their 
The horses wh isdo 'lhey pawed th~ 
They knet'lf something was WFODgo 
Suddenly a g t of win.d swirled all 
~ound them., It was 11 of bl'Q'tm and ye lloli' 
sm.okeo 
ttA tornado! •w said the cowboys., 
1
·' It 1 s going oun.d us, 11 said Sax1'4 
"Letts ride ack before a new one 
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comes B vi said Pete~ 
!hay jumped o the~ horses and started 
back on the Black Trail toward their rancbs a in 
the valley. They galle ed and galloped· ·and 
. gallopedi! Then they st pped to let the hol"ses Fest 
it wasn't long for 
both cowboys were anxio s to get homeo 
Soon they saw King Ranch in the distanceo 
Pieo Pete He wondered it hia 
~andtathe:r had capt'u.re some ~stlers~ 
mow they reae land 
and were neru.'lly home. rely enough.o there was 
Pieo Petells grandtathe~.t his shot gtm. at his side:P 
holding six rustlarso ere was the sheriffD tooG 
"Did you boys 
"No, n they rep 
you ware not 
stranded in the gully a escaped tne winds~" 
said the grandf'ather. was glad to see his 
~andson safely hameG 
After the shar f took the rustlers to 
the town jailb sam had a supper o£ hot Mexican 
food and corncakes ico Pete and his grand-. 
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father before an open f1reQ ~ey t..rare ready for 
new adventureo ltJhen would it come again? 
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T.BE WANDERERS 
The afternoon was dark and dreal'Y o 
The branches f'~om the trees were t~embling from 
the fierce w1ndo 
Bang~ a bolt of lightning flashed 
across the sky~~~ Pitter" pat·ter0 pitter, patter 
came the !:lain. Boom, bangD boom3 bang went ths 
thunds~ and lightnh1go 
Bob and James snuggled close~ and 
close!:~ togethe~o Toney we~e cold and frightened~ 
Their eyes busily searched the walls 
around them. All kinds of shadows and forms 
seemed to be moving and crawling about the walls 
ot the caveo 
Their own silhouettes could be seen on 
the wall opposite them~ ~eir shadows appeared 
as ghosts to themo 
Water was dripping on them from up 
above. T.he puddles were growing under their feeto 
There weren't any dry spo te anywhere o Pebbles 
t.zere falling f'rom the cracks, tooo 
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~e boys dared not utter a wordo 
Their bodies became limp c They looked like 
drooping puppets without their masters. 
On the ground below th~ were flash-
lights, canteens., lmives and an &.Xeo They ce~ 
tainly were ot no use to these two boys. Bob 
and James were losto 
The boys were thinking. Imagine, 
just that afternoon they had enjoyed themselves 
on a hiking t:vip. As soon as the Cub Scouts 
had reached their destination, they began to 
gather logs for camp fires~ 
Before long9 the fires were ready 
for cooking. Each boy cooked his own f'X'ankfort 
and toasted his roll at the end of a long stick~ 
MUstard and relish were passed around for added 
flavoro Mmmmm, how delicious they tasted. 
For dessert the boys toasted marsh-
mallows and ate appleso How tasty they weree 
When everyone was f1nianed9 each CUb 
Scout joined his eircleo Each group selected 
its songo Later everyone sang together. What 
1\ml 
5o 
• At the present time, evecything was 
Boom, bangg boom, bangj the lioa.zaing 
sounds got louder and closere 
All of a sudden$ a tree fell and 
blocked the entrance of the cave. The ca'tte 
sr~1 darker and the boys grew coldero 
"~ve must remove t1l.a t trees Bobo 10 
Both boys walked toward the entrancetjo 
~e tree was very heavyo They tried and tried 
but they couldn~t budge ito .i!,vecything looked 
hopelesso 
"James, I have an idea, the axe~" 
"That was quick thinking~ Bobo" 
Each boy took a turn chopping the 
tree. Finally 1 t was split in two o Tom and 
James we~ now able to push away the tree tl 
During this time they had not noticed 
that the rain and thunder had stopped because 
they were so busyo 
The branches didn w t tremble anymore" 
~verything was peaceful and quiet once againo 
The sun came out of her hiding place behind the 
clouds. T.he1boys were very happyo 
Boston University 
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The sun»s briS=lt rays cast lights~~~ 
It wasnllt dt:Wk and drearyo How war.m. the sun 
felt! 
Bob and James began to jump up am 
down with joy. 1bey could see hidden paths in 
tb.e deep foresto 
t'llhen the unexpected storm had come, 
everything became very strange to them~ 
W.ckily~ James spotted the caveo The rain and 
wind had blinded theme Now the cave made a 
good shelte~ tor them. 
The boys started on the~ merry. wayo 
This time their dest~tion was homeo ~e paths 
were familiar to them now. Be.fore long they ap-
proached a fork in the ~oado 
"Which road~ James?" 
James ran to the road on the right and 
looked carefully at one of the trees~ 
reThis is the roa.do Remember the tree 
that had three holes box-ed on the left side of 
the tree trunk?" questioned Jameso 
1
'1"esg I remamber11 It was one of the 
landmarks our Cub Leader pointed outo n 
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~ey 'tl.lrned ~ight and walked at a 
faster paceq 
11What time is it, Bob?" 
"It's six oWclock11 " answered Bobo 
"We'd better hurryo Tbat halt hour 
we spent in the cave seamed like years I ro exGii> 
cJ.aimed Jameso 
"It certainly did," replied Bobo ';From 
noti' on, James 11 I sm. obeying orders" 11 
"I agree, Bobf$1 I'll never wander on 
mg own again after Mre Brotvn dismisses us., 18 
The boys began to run., They only hoped 
that their parents would understando 
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THE RESTLESS TAlJJBOURINE · 
i'o~ Tambou.xaine played in a very 
good band- ~ey often played for the boys and 
girls at school and at the ball games~ Everyone 
in town liked the band veey muchc Tom.m.y Tambou~ine 
played in the last row beside the big drumv ~ 
big ~ was his very best friendo When the man 
who led the band waved his stick~. the band would 
·begin to pla.yGI 
The ho:t'ns played and the drUms played 
and the tambo~ines played very well and very 
loudly~» They made such a tumult that the l-lomen 
would come to their windows and tap their feet to 
the song o Tomm;r was happy in the band, but he was 
vary mischievouse 
He did not always watch when the man 
waved his stick for the band to playo He wa~ 
often late to start the song. Since he was late 
in starting~ he was often late in finishing the songo 
The mants face who led the band would get very redo 
He t-rould say in a loud whisper$ "To:rr.nll'f 
Tambourine9 stop that tumultc Stop it rigb.t 
nowo tt 
Tomm;r thought this w9:s .vary tunn.y be-
cause the man had a very round and .fat face. 
When he lt1h:i.Spered1 he filled his Cheeks With air 
and looked even fa ttel".. ToltllfAY! s mother alt-rays 
told him to be more ca.retulo To~ always said 
he wou.ldD but h~ always forgoto 
One day the band was asked to play at 
a very big f'~airo They played their songs over 
and over so that they could play them wello 
Tommy did not bothel.'-~ because he thought he knew 
them an~ .He did not even play the new song oxa 
listen when the band played 1 tQ The big drum 
talked to Tommy about it, but he just la~edq 
"I lm.ot..r how to play that song. It is 
"Itts not so aa.syD" said. the frielldo 
"Here, look at :i:t." 
"I can~Jt right DOl-l,." said TOXI'lii'AYtt ·"I 
must go and get washedo I told mother that I 
would wash very well so that I will look bright 
for the fail? tom.owowo" 
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The big drum seratcb.ed his head with 
the big drum stick$ 
1iYou had betteF learn to play the song 
sometime, Tommyt" he said. 
ttoh, nos" said Tomm:yQ) "I know it is 
easy~ I donet need to laal"n ite" He rolled of:t 
making loud noises to get washed for the big dayo 
At last it arrived. All the band was 
very excited. T.he man who waved the stick had on 
his very best clothes and his big red face was 
shining like a big red apple~ At least that is 
what it looked like to Tommy .. 
The band rolled down the street playing 
a song that Tommy knew wello He played .very 
loudly in the right places and the man mmiled 
happily at him. Tommy Tambourine v s mother was 
happy too., She was sUJ:>e Tommy must know all the 
songs. ~'llb.en they got to the fair, they sat right 
:tn the middle of the people and everyone stopped 
to lis ten$ . 
Tl}.e man picked up his stick to start the 
nm.siea Tommy watched and played the :.first lines 
very well..: But all at once he came to a new kind 
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of noteo He had never seen it be.foreo It looked 
like this: Ef: 3 ~ ~ , zc , :zrH ] 
Oh weliiough:'J.'onmQ". it must mean to 
play good and loud and he didljl- He played ten 
notes good and loudo Then he ~~ought something 
was i'unnyo No drums, no ho:t'ns., and no other t!:\m ... 
bourines were playing~ . The big d.Pum had its 
sticks over its ears~ Tommyts mother was hiding 
behind one or the horns,. The man who waved the 
sticki ·looked redder than Tommy had aver seen .. 
"Stop ito Stop that tum.ul t, Tommy T~ 
bourine& s·top that tuxmllt ~igb.t now." He didntt 
have to ask again. To~ stopped and looked 
around., Ever~ne was laughing at the band., 
Tommy felt very badlyo He rolled over to the 
tree and stood behind ito 
When it was over, he told the man how 
sorry he was and asked what kind ot notes the 
Those arenwt notes, 11 said the man"' 
"Those are rests. Big long rests.," 
Tommy learned his lesson and was never 
a restless tambourine again~ 
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THE LW-END OF ~ FIRST FLYING SAUOl!:R 
A legend -is a story of a long tble 
agoo It l'lla76 or may not be log,.calo \'tlhen you 
finish reading about sammy, you had better be-
J.1eve ito He might well visit you someday. 
Sa.mrDy Saucer lived with his father, 
the dinner plateD and hi~ mother 1 the soup dish 
:ln the biggest cupboard in the king t s k1 tchen. 
~e kiDS's cook was as ugly and as lazy as ever 
a cook could be. To make things worse, the cook 
was the laziest when she had dishes to washo 
l!a"'V&:c>J' dish enjoys a nice wam bath e.f'ter working 
b.s.rdo Eve17 dish likes to be dry before going 
to the cupboard or he will catch ooldo Bllt this 
cook would never get them olean or wipe them. drylt 
Some poor plate was alvYays catching cold from being 
lett wet all nighto · 
nsometbirlg certainly must be done 
about that ·terrible cook:>" said the teapot. He 
was blowing his nose tor the third t~e that 
minute., 
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"This is the fifth time I have had a 
cold since the tea parties began last montbo 
I have thought of telling the queenD but I 
am always so busy pOUl"inge 10 
"YouGre very right11 11 said Sa.mm.yWs 
fathe~q "When she does wash us she is alwa7s 
scratching uso She is so careless. If I bad 
not held on to the towel IfO"Self 1 I would have 
fallen~ times." 
~ listenedo Being a saucer0 he 
never got ve:ey- dil'ty'e Sometimes the cook 
would not wash him at allo He tried hard to 
think of a way to teach that las:r cook a 
lesson. 
AS the legend goes# Stanlll\V had been 
wovking on a plan for some time. Samlltf de ... 
cided that he would 1 earn to fly~ Now he bad 
read that to fly ,-ou must have an engine or be 
lig)l.ter than airo Well, who ever heard of a 
saucer that had :an engine? That was silly. A 
saucer lighter than air? WelltJ me::~be that was 
more logic al.o Samm.:y rolled over to the cookbook 
who sat on the same ~elf e 
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"Mta. Cookbook.~~ " said Saill!l\Y 9 knocking 
on his cover o rrMay I come in?" 
"Roll right in, 11 said the ~ookbooke~ 
"Mr. Oookbook11 " said Sa.trJ~W, 11 I want to 
teach that old cook a lesson she will not forw 
get. Will ,-ou help me?'a 
"I certainly will," said the cookbook. 
"Yesterda7 she lett a spoon on mw cake pageo 
Now my cakes are all stuck to my pies. I .feel 
terribleo" 
Be flapped his pages and soon Sa!llUY 
heard a very light voice sayingt "I''fd be glad 
too 11 
In a moment SQll!\U7 saw to whom the 
cookbook was speaking. ~at was logical of 
course, the lighter than air pancakeo S8.lillll7 
quickly rolled in between the pages and began. to 
learn to tl7. When the lessons were over, Sammy 
was pleasedo He soon could make land mgs in tbe 
dishtfater and fl,- with no light. It certa1n17 
w~ a sight to see all those dishes flying 
around once s~ taught them to tl7o 
Their plan was set for tb.e day of the 
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-kingts biggest party~ When the cook came to 
get the dishasj they al~ flew away tram hero 
Sammy led the parade around her heado 
"stop it, vu screamed the cook~ •estop 
going around nw heado " 
"t~?" asked Sa.mmyQj nWhen the king 
hears you have not brought the dishes you will 
have no heado" 
"You will have no head,'' sang the other 
plates~ 
Now the cook knew this was trueo 
81What do you want?" cried the cooko 
rvi will do anything. n 
"tvill you wipe me more car>efully?" 
asked the teapot jumping around her earo '*I 
want no more colds this tea party month.. I 
must be at my best you knowo" 
"Will you stop scratching us?" asked 
Sammy's father spinning around her headG 
"tv ill you wash the saue ers every day?" 
asked Sammy as he splashed~ 
"I promise," cried the cooko 
"Then back to the cupboard11 " shouted 
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tb.e dishes «t And they all went back except sarm:rsy e 
Where is s~? wen. the legend says that he 
flies around helping other dishes t'lfho work for lazy 
people., 
Are you a careless dish wiper? It you. 
are g you may meet Ss.:mlllY', the flying sa.uc er 9 
sooner than you thinka 
\ 
,, 
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THE ANIMAL FAIR 
The chickens \'sere crowing more than 
usual o The rooster was cawing more than usual .. 
The. cows were moo-ing more than usual Q ~e 
horses were hae ... he.wing more than usual. There 
certainly was noise and confusion tn Far.mer 
Brown «s farmyard& Eveeyt):linei· and eveeyone was 
acting in a unique way o Nothing was as 1 t 
should be 9 The animals should have been asleep 
in their beds at this hour of the day 1\\ 
Jack heard the noise early 1n the 
morning before anyone l-1S.S awake., He crept 
quietly and carefully toward the bam yardo He 
was a little bit afraid# but b.e just had to f'ind 
out What the noise was about., 
"lilfbil.t is this?" asked Jack,_. ~re bas 
fore his eyes he saw al1 the animals dancing aboutc 
"How unique," Jack thought~ "~ it is 
not even time to milk t.b.a cows. n Jack spoke to 
his pet rooster Good .... Morn1ng Birdo 
Good-Morning Bird looked at Jack in 
surprise.. 91tih.y d1dnllt you know, today is tha 
day of the animal fai~," cawed the roostero 
"Animal Fa1:r?" cried Jacko n·I never 
heard of it~:~" 
nstay and l'll'S.tCho 
animals do their tricks. " 
You trrill see the 
Jack did just thato 
He stayed and watchedo He had never seen the 
animals acting in this unique waye 
"What game is this ?'v asked Jacko 
"Tn..'ls is a versatile Contes tD rr said 
the rooste~~ "All the animals do their tJ:tickso 
The ones that they think are their bes to The 
ons '¥'.7ho can do the best and most tricks9 is 
the winner. He is crowned King of the An~ma.l 
Yard because he is the most versatileo" 
As GoodoMorning Bird told Jack thisD 
he flew away to join his triandso 
Jack watched with surprisea After 
all the animals did their tricks 1 Spotted Oow 
named the winnero 
It t~Ta.s Bl&ck Sheep<~~ Farmer Brot'l1ll 
had bought Black Sheep just last week from 
Yw. Smith. ~. Smith t-ra.s the .fal"lD.er dotm the 
ro 
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roade He and his :family were movi):)..g away next · 
weeke That was l-1~ Mro Smith :had sold Black 
Sheep to Farmer Brown o 
Black Sheep certainly was the most 
versatileo He could roll over three times with~ 
out stopping"' Black Sheep could jump and stand 
on his hind legs e Black Sheep could. sing the 
tune of a song with his naaa..!)! Baa, Baa teo 
"Yes," thought Jack, "Black Sheep is 
the most verse:tile animal on my father w s famo" 
"We will now have our final march in 
a circle, tt called ~potted Cowo All the animals 
.rushed to find their partners o Two by two, arm 
in arm the animals marched around$ 
"Well'" said Spotted Cow9 atter a few 
minutes of marchingo "It is time fozt us to re .... 
~ to our ho:meso Ftlll'mer Brow~ will be coming 
soon to start him work daye He must find us in 
our homes, not here in the barnyard. " The 
animals :returned to their bedse 
Something strange happenedo "Where 
am I?" asked Jacko He jumped and looked all 
a.roundo "Wb:y I am in m::.r own bed, n cried Jacko 
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What had happened? 1rJas the Animal 
Fair real? Jack did not knot-T a Pel'hap s it was 
just a d.rea:m.o Yes, Jack was sure it had happened 
when be told his friends about it in school the 
next dayo 
Wba t do you think? tias Jack DJ?eaming 'l 
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~e t~trd graders were going to see 
a t;ilm strip at ten oVelock in the momi.ngo 
~ey had been learning about the habits of 
animals 1n na 'tu.r'e s tud7., 
Th.e bell finally rang and the children 
filed to the auditoriumo hver.yone took his seat 
quietly end waited foY! ~o Day to mm the film 
stripo 
"'J.'Ihe ti tls of the picture is "~Jz.l. Gray- ra o 
Let m s see how many new tao ts we can find out, " 
said Mro Day-o 
2-be children had no diff'ieul ty reading 
the words under the pictures~ 
nene cool mom.ing Mro G:ttay popped his 
head out of doors·to oheck the tempe~atureo ~e 
red line in the thermometer was ;falling rapidl:y0 
He stuck his head in quicklyo 
· !fb.e cold wsatb.e%'1 .really didn" t dis..,. 
turb him. because bia new coat was almost fully 
g:r:own and ready to wear fo'I! wintsro 
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He was luolty ~~~ .E.very 7ear he got a 
new one, How handsome ani proud ~. Gray was 
with his gray soft coat trimmed with white 
underneatho His exquisite gray bushy tail 
was sprinkl.ed with white at the vary tip. 
He was especially thankful for his 
tail. Without :tt, there l'tould be disaste~o 
1".ro Gray wouldn't be able to de.fend or protect 
himself from his enemies, the owl.o the weasel11 
and the hawk. '!hat was his t-teapon .for escapeo 
it enabled him to climb and balance himself 
easilyo 
His home at this ttme was situated 
on one of the highest branches of a trEH9" It 
looked like a bushel basket. Mr. Gray did the 
construction himself~~~ His building materials 
were twigs and leaves. The walls were very thicko 
In one he made an entrance~ 
Now that winter was just around the 
co~er many preparations bad to be made~ New 
ho.mes had to be selected and food had to be 
gatheredo 
The following day he began to hunt fo1! 
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winter homeso He inspected each tree stump 
caref'ullyo After much consideration he made 
his choice. IJ.hare were i"our$ These hoJ.low 
trees where he made his winter homes were called 
dans~ IV 
"t'ihy do yott suppose he needs ao 
man,-?" questioned Mr. Day~t~ "Let •s read on and 
find outo 11 
The children read on and soon found 
the answerm 
"Being an ~telligent animal6 
Mro Gray knew that in order to live he had 
to have food, clothing and.a homeco 
Gathering food during tba l\ttnter-
would be a difficult task because there was 
usually a great deal of snow on the ground~ 
He realized that food at one home 
couldnVt last i"orever. There bad to be othex-
homes when his supply at one was depletedo 
~e next day he was very~ very busy 
gathering nuts and ac ~ o It took a long 
time because he could only carey one nut or 
acorn at a time o Can you imagine how ma.ny 
trips he had to make?" 
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Many days passedo Soon lf..roGray was 
able to ~est because he had supplied his dens 
't-rith plenty of food. 
One morning as he sat on his hind 
legs nibbling a nut bet-v.reen his !"ron t paws he 
thoughto 
moreo 
"One more job and I~m finished. 11 
He began his search for fo.od once 
"What do you suppose he did with 
this food? ·Read on.t. n said Mr.., Dayt) 
Mr .. Gray began pounding nuts into the 
ground with his front ·taethQl ~ese were to 
be secret places~ So that other animals 
wouldn t t find and steal his food" the squirrel 
scattered leaves around his burying places. 
How eleva~ he was8 
Night soon fell, M!C'.. Gray slowly 
climbed the treeo He was well satisfied and 
pleased. His work was t1n1ahed9 He could welm 
come Winter without a worrJ9 
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Brave Boy was a little Indian boyo 
His very best friend was Keloo Eelo and 
Brave Bo7 liked to dream of the tim.e wh*n 
they would go hunting like the young braves 
of the tribe~ It was the bunting season and 
the boys were ~eaming big dreams. At last 
Kelo said, ''Let&-s go hunting, B:vave BoyS 11 
''OUr bows are not ve:ry strong, Kelo," 
replied Brave Boy. 
'
9 Ohs I don a ·t mean to shoot buffalo 
ad bears, Brave Boy, just small animals like 
squi:rrels and rabbits," s~1d K$lo~ 
"Perhaps we might even shoot a wild 
turk&;y, Kelo"' What 1\m it would beJ" said 
Brave BOYo "Lettts goJ" 
So off they wenti 
~ese little Indian boys lived in 
the forest where there were plenty of game 
e.nimalso But today there were no small animals 
aroundo Deeper and deeper they kep~ going into 
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the forestc. 
"I wonder where the rabbits and 
squirrels are, " said ~lo o 
"Perhaps they heard the hunters and are 
hiding," suggested Bravs BOYo 
As they hurried on through the forest, 
Xelo amd.ously said0 rrvle ~re quite far from O'fll.l' 
homes, :Brave Boy(;) Do you think we should go 
home?" 
"Let~s go a little farther, Kelo, 11 
said his friend,. '8There are sure :cy- some x-abbi ts 
or something we can hunt." 
On and on they went until they came to 
the toot of the mountain" Higb.ex- up they saw a 
patch of yellow f~o 
"See the patch of yellow ~, Kelo!" 
said Brave Boy. "Maybe it's a young f'oxo" 
Eagerly they climbed up the side or tm 
mountaino )tr, this was a long, hard climbl But 
they were getting closer and closer to that patch 
o~ yellow 1\J.r they had seen~ Kelo stopped" Row 
frightened he looked! 
''What is the matter, Kelo?" asked 
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Brave BoyCI 
Kelo a.nswersd in a whisper, "It's 
a lynx, Brave Boy! My father said that onl-, 
a very strong young brave could overcome a lymtc •w 
Brave Boy looked up at the lynx~ 
It was a magnificent animal and strongGlooking~ 
too4 JUst then the lynx saw the boys. It 
crouched on the ledge above theme ~e boys 
didn't feel like very brave hunters thene How 
could they ever overcome this magnificent beast? 
The lynx looked as it it were going to spring 
at them" The animal kept looking at the boys<!) 
JUst then Kelo who had b~en quietly 
edging away from the lynx~ stumbled and tella~ 
The sudden move upset the lynx. He sprang. Then 
something stJ?ange happened. While the Lynx was 1n 
m:td ... air, he roared painfully If His magnificent 
body landed with a thud close to the boyso An 
ar~ow passed through his heart, killing the beast. 
~t from the trees stepped Brave Bo7ts 
father. He had been looking for the boys. He 
had arrived just in time to save thema Bl'ave 
Boy and Xelo t.re~e very happy to see Great Hunter, 
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Brave Boy's father~ 
The two boys decided that bunting 
was indeed the job of the bravesG Hereafte~ 
they would be satisfie·d to play the games that 
would help them grow and teach them to become 
strong and brave young meno 
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PAT.TY~S PRO~NADE 
Patty lived many years ago when our 
country was just beginningo Her bl'othal,, Jack, 
her mother, and her .father built a little i'arm-
houEHh It was near a little totm not tar tram 
where you are living now~ '!hey t'lforked very bard 
to grot-1 food to eat,. T.b.ey made their own clothese 
Nearly everyone made what they woree 
Ps.tty was very happy on the ra.rmo11 She 
loved to ride the horse across the' fields and 
down by the rivero Not many exciting things 
happened in the little townr. But there was one 
thing that happened every ,-ear~~ It was more ex-
citing than anything else~ Everyone looked for-
ward to it t.J1th great joye It was the dance held 
once a year at the town halla 
~is year it was to be more exciting 
than ever. George Washington was cominge He 
had led the men when they bad fought to make our 
ooun try free. He was asked to e ame because the 
town had bought one of the new flags., ~y wanted 
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him to be there when they r&ised it~ 
The dane e was to be at ter that., The 
most exciting part for Patty was to happen at 
the daneeo ~e girl who made the prettiest. 
dress was to lead the promenade with George 
washington~ All the girls wondered with great 
speculation who it would beo Everyone worked 
hard trying to make the best dress., 
How Patty wanted to tfin. She thought 
often of the promenadeo She could see herself 
leading it with lr.o?o t'ia.shingtono She tb.ou.ghii a,nd 
thought but could not think ot a way ·to make the 
prettiest.dress. She ta.lk$d to her hors$ about 
it as she rode across the fieldc 
'ti hope I can think or something, n 
said Patty. She slid oft her horse and began to 
pick berrieso She was thinking so hard that she 
did not see that the red berrie~ were making her 
white dress all redo 
"Oh dear, I have spoiled lY£9' best d.Itess. 
Now l will never get to the danceeu Al.l at once 
Patty looked again at her dress~ It made her 
think of a planu She quickly turned the hol"s& 
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for home and ran to tell her mother of her planco 
In the next weeks Patty worked hard 
picking berries and cutting and sewing, She 
would not show her father or brother what she 
''Wait until the day of the dance," 
said Ps.ttyo "Then you Will seee 11 
It seemed as though the day would 
never eome $ They had looked forward to it with 
such speculation that the days seemed longe~e 
Patty worked very hard and finished her dress on 
the day of the e oming of George \'lashingtonfJI How 
she wanted to lead the promenadeo 
She carried her dress in a box to put 
it on at her aunt&s house who lived in towno 
Nothing must happen to ite George Washington 
was in town when they got there o He was tall 
and smiled at. all the childrene \ihen the time 
came to put on the dresses for the promenade, 
Patty was so excited that her mother had to butm 
ton her dresso It did look beautifulo 
. 
When she got .in line with the otller 
girls$ ever,yone looked at her, 
"Beautiful," they were saying~ 
"Just right," said some others o 
Washington looked at all the girls 
earefullyQ Eve~one waited with speculationc 
Finally he came and stood beside Pattlt'o 
"I choose this girl," he saido 99She 
has ohosen the colors of our new flag fo~ her 
dress" They are redo whi ·te and blue e" 
It was true. Patty had used the 
berries to color part of her t~ite dress red@ 
She had setJ.Jed a piece o~ blue olotb. mother had 
given her around the bottomo She did look like 
the new i"lago Everyone agreed that she had won. 
They all cla.ppeda 
George washington took her hand and 
went into the town hall~:~ Hew proud Patty was of 
her dresso But she was even prouder of her 
country;s flag. It still waves over the little 
taJn l~ere Pattyss great-grandchildren live todayG 
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THE GOLD.c;l'i ARROW 
"Lstos play at the old tort5 11 shouted 
Billy as he raced out of his bouse to greet his 
friends Jack and Sandyo 
Arm and arm they s.tsrtad out tor ad ... 
venture~ Many extraordinary sights were seen 
by the boys at the .forte Things that people 
never b$lieved1 but Jack, Billy and SandJ bew 
l:tevedo 
JUst last night Billy had heard some ... 
thing new that once had happenedo 
•aMore tha.u e. century ago, when th&re 
were soldiers in the .fort," started Billy, ''and 
th& Indians bad almost captured them.D a golden 
arrow landed atop the fort. A b~illiant light 
that shone !'rom it amazed the frightened Indians .. 
With a mighty whoop from the chieftain they fled 
and the soldiers were saved. No one has found 
that ~ow yet, _granddad said.," 
"Then how do you know the story is 
true?" questioned Jacko "Sounds sort of ex~ 
traordina.I7 $ not like the things t..re Gve been seeing. ar 
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"Granddad never fibs a Remember the 
time we saw the old pieces of silver in one rusty 
old chest? t~en we touched them they disappeared?" 
"Yes$ we do,. " replied the boys o 
"Wel19 " exclaimed Billy 51 "if' you believe 
thatD why donst you believe there was a golden 
arrow that saved the soldierso '' 
"Because t'li'e never saw it and 1 t • s never 
been .foundo" 
0Say1 boys," Billy suggested with dee 
light in his voice. "Letts find that golden 
arrow and prove this sto~ once and for allo? · 
''Letts go, n they all agreed. 
The boys ran helter 9 skelter through 
the woods and across the stream. Racing up the 
hill, they landed at the log doors of the torto 
Toney stopped for a moment and leaned against the 
door to ca. tch their breatho The rusty hinges 
squeaked and the boys jumped back startledo 
tt Atf 1 that was only the hing es:6 " said 
Bill,-. "Come on, let" s all split up and meet again 
at the north end of the fort." 
"But what if only one of us finds the 
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ar~ow and it disappears before the three of 
us have seen it?" asked Sandyo 
"We batter stick togethe~$" said 
Fo~ more than an hour the boys 
searched the decaying fort. ~ey looked in 
old storage crates, under rickety stairs, even 
in the old wellc That one supplied the water 
for the soldierse 
Dusty and tired they sat in a circle 
on the cool g~oundo 
"Well~ rr.rhen you find it tellas," 
started Sandy, "Tell me all about it. ISm 
going home on 
nLet t s look a 11 ttle longer. You 
know what granddad always says~ It you really 
truly believe in something with all your heart 
it's bound to come troue . for!' you., rt 
"Whs.tVs that strange noise?" ques'!"' 
tioned Sandy-. 
The boys still sat~ ~Y were frozen 
in their placesr.s The Wb.i:r r r r they had he~d 
got louder ~d loude~o SUddenly9 zing g g gc 
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There it was& quive~ing in the 
ground tt-Jhere it had stuck fast., r:tgh't in the 
middle of the circle. It glowed t-dth a strange 
and brilliant light that almost blinded the boys<» 
"Letts take it home," s~ssted Billy, 
as he leaned foPward to grab ite 
"nonet touch it Billyo TOo late~ itBs 
disappearedo" 
~e vision faded and the boys were 
looking at the bare ground befo:A). themo 
nNOl"l, no one will ever beli~ve us," 
said Sandy a 
11\-J.b.y'd you have to grab 1t11 B~ll ? 11 
11We cou.J.dnSt sit here forever just 
looking at it~ The arrow probably would have 
disappeared, as soon as we movedo" 
"Do you know what I think?u said Jacko 
"We saw this so tr1e be11ave 1 t ~ Your granddad 
was right, Billy o I:t you really bel1ev G) some .... 
thing is true 1 1 t will come true for youc" 
91Let ~ s keep this for our own secrets" 
said Sandyo 
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THE LOST HOME 
"What am I to do? What am I to do? 
· ... What will become of me?'' cried a. weak little 
voicee 
Jans jumped in surprise. "~-lho is it?" 
she asked. Jane z-an qu1c kly ~.t but oh so quickly 
around the roam. She looked under the bado 
She looked behind the dooro She looked in the 
cloaeto She saw no oneo 
Jane continued playing with her new 
bride doll, until41 again she heard a crying 
· little voice sq, "Where can I go? Where will 
I rest?" 
Jane thought, ''I aee no one, wheN is 
the voice eoming :from.?" Could it bee Yes, it 
was. The spectacles on Jane's twin brother 
Charlie9s des~ were jumping round and round. 
"I can~t believe 1"11l9' eyes, 11 said Jane. 
Yet it was true. There t-1ere the spectacles that 
the Ere Doctor had given careless Charlie. ~ey 
were jumping this way and that way all over the 
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desk., 
"OUch,'' said S8JUI!W. Spectacles, as he 
bumped against the ink bottle o "OUch., " he said 
~~ain as he slipped ove~ the crayon box. 
SammJ was collid~ into everything 
on the desko He collided into books. Be cola 
lided into the vase of flowerso 1bere WJ!.S nothing 
on the desk that Sall'lflly did not bUD.lP into. S9.1Utl'ly's 
colliding and jumping was certainl7 ~ng O~e~ 
less Charlie t s desk untid,-0 
Jane felt very so~ tor s~ Spectaa 
cles. She asked~ 11What is wrong, Se.rtm'l1'?" 
Weakly Sammy told how Janeas b~other~ 
careless Charlie, had lost bis eyeglass case. 
POOl' S~ had been dropped:t pushed and banged 
eve~:~ s:incelll 
nWhy even one or my edges is loose 
no.w.~~ " said Samrt:~y. Sammy Spectacles was so upset 
that he could hold back the tears no longe~. 
Jane wiped the tears trom the glass and Sl.iUl'1U\V' 
felt better. 
11You rest right he~e on this blottexo 
while I look for tne eyeglass case. Please do 
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stop colliding into things or you will get 
burt, n said Jane .. 
QJ.iokl7, but oh so quickl~, Jane 
lo<?ked through Careless Char lie II s things o She 
looked insida the desk and found only scrapm 
or paper. sne looked in his drawsro She 
looked tn his closet and finally she looked 
1n Careless Oharlie9s toybox. 
~ere between the toy train tracks 
was the br1gnt red eyeglass caseo 
11Rel'e you are!) rr said Jane as she 
skipped merrily over to s~" 11I have found 
:ttQ" 
Bow happy S~ spectacles was. · 
Jane had found his lost home. He would not 
collide into anymore things on Oharlieas desk 
nowQ S8.lllm7 Spectacles would always be sate 
with hia bri~t red eyeglass case to rest ino 
"Thank You, thank you* tt cried Sazrim3' 
as he settled do~~.n quietlJ on Oharl1eOs deske 
"You are welcome, " Jane called back 
as she skipped out of the room and dotm the 
sta:lrso 
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e Now ;rou may wonder about Careless 
Charl1ee Did he ever lose the eyegla as case 
again? The ansti'ar to that question is no. Th.ia 
is Wb.yo 
That night Sam.m.y Spectacles played a 
trick on Careless Charlie. Be hid under a big 
stack of papereq Cha.l"lie could not find him.., 
Be looked eve:eywb.eX~e o Careless Charlie was very 
worried. Bis Mothev, FatherD his Doctor would 
all be cross if he lost his speetaolaa. 
less Charlie looked and looked. 
Finally when he found the spectacles 
c 
and their case he '£-tas so happy he promised 
never, never to lose either the spectacles or 
the bright red rose case againe~~ 
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Yesterday during our nTelling Period", 
susan told us about her birthday i!urprise o Hex-
birthday was Saturday. She v-1as eight years oldQ 
For a week Aunt Jane had been telling her she was 
to have a big surprise jlo susan could hardly wait 
for her birthday. She couldn't guess what tbe 
s~riae wase 
After waiting and waiting her birthdQ1 
came at lasto susan. got up early Saturday. This 
was the day for Aunt Jane~s surprise~ Aunt Jane 
came tor susan at ten o*cloek tllat mo~ning. 
"Get dressed in your· very best clothes., •~ 
Aunt Jane said to Susano 
It didn•t take susan long to get raady0 
Soon they were on the bus that was going to 
Boston. Saturday is a ver.1 busy day in Boston. 
People were hurrying here and there. Aunt Jane 
and susan wer$ hw.'"t7ing right aJ.ong ~.th :the 
other peop l& o 
Susan and Aunt Jane 1r1ent to Sehratf't 11 s 
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for luncho They had soup, a sandwich~ and a glass 
ot milko JUst 'because it was Susan.Vs birthday9 
they finished lunch having a marshmallow fudge 
sundae o After lunch Aunt Jane took susan by the 
hand and said., nflle must hurry, susan, ox- we 1111 be 
late for your surpriseo 
With all the bustle and bustle Susan 
bad almost forgotten about the surpriseo ~are 
were so many interesting things to see in Boston! 
Aunt JaneDs magic word u~:rurprise" made Susan hurry<) 
She walked as tas t as she eouldo She and Aunt Jane 
walked across broad streetso ~ey walked do~ 
st~eets and turned eornerso At last they came to 
a thea.tero 
• tllhen they stopped at the thea.ter9 Susan 
saidt> *'weyD Aunt Jane~ have you forgotten tlle slW-
prise?'9 
"No~ Susan, 11 said her Aunt Jane. '1This 
is a special kind ot show~ ~is is a balletB" 
"Ob.1 " said Susano Just then she saw the 
pictures of the beautiful ballerina. "Oh$ isnvt 
she beautiful• Aunt JaneY You think of the most 
wonderful surp:risessn exclaimed susan~~> 
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nwell$1 last year 1-men I saw yau. do 
your ballet in your dancing school recital, I 
knew you'd enjoy seeing a real ballet:) Susan," 
said Aunt Jane o 
Susan hardly heard her aunt.., She 
said excitedly, 11Lat•s hurry {I tie might be lateQ" 
Just as they walked in, the l.ights 
lowered, the music began to pl.ay 1 and the cur-
tain went UPe Su.sanits heart beat a little faster 9 
Soon the dancers were on the stageo Toney danced 
in a circleo ~ey crissecrossed in front of 
each othere !Iben the line of dancers moved back 
toward the eurtaino Half of them we:J?e on one 
side of the stage~ half we~e on the other side of 
the stageo They made way for the ballerina who 
How gracefully she d.s.ncedJ Round and 
round she swiftly spun., susan felt she was 
~irling gracefully ar~d on the stage with 
that beautiful ballerina.. OhD hotv gracefully 
she danced and swayed$ She was the head ballerina 
Others came out and danced gracefully about" Yet~J 
Susta.n could think only about being the beautiful 
ballerina and twirling so gracefullyQ 
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All too soon the show was over. It 
was time tor Susan to go homeo susan would sl• 
ways remember this birthday wrprise o It was 
the most wonderful she would ever receiveo 
9J. 
• 
THE CARNIVAL 
Once upon a til'l'ls tW9re was a gay 1 
happy ce.mlivalo · It traveled by day and night 
·to many small tcnms. It went to cities!) tooo 
!!here t-1ere many people in this c~ni~ 
valo Each one had a job to doc 
~ere were barkars9 trapez.e artistsjjl 
bareback riders, tamers of lions and tigerso 
Tney all lived in trailers and tents 
whenever they stopped ~ a towne 
One evening Tony r; the lion ·bamar j) was 
taking m evening walk aft&!"' the ehow was OV\Sl" G 
He heard a crackle., np;tre S I Fire I 
we must send. out an alarm~ " he yellede "The 
carnival will be ruined b7 the f'iree 11 
Tony saw the t~apeze men coming to 
helpQ "We will have to get the horses out, n 
said the men~ 
The flames leaped high into the night 
skfo All of a sudden when Tony looked again,. 
he saw a little monkey r"~uming in circles o He 
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was badly i'rightenedo Tony called to himo 
"Jockoi Coma hareJ And I will take 
care of you I" 
The monkey heard Tony.. He ran and 
jumped up on To~' s shoulder<~ 
-
11To the horses B " said Ton:y- to the 
trapeze meno 
"Over hare!" said JimB the head trapeze 
~e men hurried to the corral. 
''Whee ... e-ee J " th$ horses whinniedo 
9
'You take Tom," Tony yelled to Jimo 
Tom t..ras the leader of the horses 4 He led the 
b~eback riders in the ringo They could not 
afford to lose himo 
~e trapeze men poured buckets of water 
on the fire eve:eywhe:re~ They went to see tb.e 
cages of the lions and tigers and took the 
animals out.; They kept them on their leasheso 
All the circus people who had gone to 
bed were awake nowo !l.bey were worried about 
their gay carnivalfl !J.hey were worried about 
the~ tents and trailerso 
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Most of all~ howeverfi they wanted to 
save the~ friends and each othero 
Now the f ilte engines were arriving 
from Pleasantville~ Pleasantville liked the 
carnival and the car-nival peopleo The l-Iayor 
liaS riding on the front seat o.f the :fire truck~ 
"Where is Tonyj the lion tamer?" he 
called to the trapeze meno 
rv Is he sate? Are all the families 
out of danger?u 
Jif4 .came up to the Mayor and saidv 
"All are safe! Every-one is · oute You have 
helped us save our earnive.lR" 
· All the children who had mothers and 
f'athers in the ce.r:nival were happ:fo 
Jimtis twins~ Betty and s~, were 
not worried any more about tne tigers being 
loose or escaping. 
~e animals were happy e The l:t ttl e 
monkeys danced and dancedo 
Tony said to all the peopJ.e, "Letis 
have a eeleb:t'ationl OUr carnival has been 
saved~ we thank tb.e Mayor and the Fire Dep artie 
ment of Pleasantville for coming to our rescu&o" 
.... ,. 
T.h~ ~yor was pleasedo He l!ked the 
way the ~apsze artists and bavsback riders and 
tamers of lions and tigers had been brave men" 
He liked the t-¥ay- the carnival women had helpedo 
Toney had been brave~ tooo ~ey had helped the~ 
babies to safetyc 
All the carnival tents were goneo But 
the flames did not reach the trailerso 
At last all the f~e engines had re~ 
turned to the town111 The Mayo~ had said good night 
and promised to have a celebration for the carnival 
people soon* 
Tony end Jim wer-e so happy, and all 
their c~val friendso 
The next day they would buy new tents..., 
They would get readf to continue on their trave:JB 
by day and nighte But first they ~1ould be sur'" 
prisedo They did not know that the Mayor was 
pl.&n.ning to give aaeh man a medal £or courage 
during the fire~ 
• The carnival would always be a gay, 
happ:y carnival becw.se the people wewe brave· and 
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Saturday afte:rnoon finally cameo 
Jane and Bob had been waiting eagerly for this 
day. ~eir parents, Mr .. end Mrs., ·G~een, had 
promised to take the twins for a ride on the 
new turnpike and to camp ovel' night~ 
Jane and Bob had studied the plans 
ot the highway in the newspaper. They learned 
that there were picnic grounds, places to buJ 
food and gasoline and places to sleep on this 
super roado 
Their father had told them that a 
great deal of time 'tttas saved because towna and 
cities were bypassedo Feople could ~avel at 
a faster rate of speed because there wouldn't 
ba any obstacles on the road. Call's wouldn't 
have to be stopping tor l~tsD heavy traffic 
and pedestrians~ 
wAll. e.boe.Fd8 " cried r.f!a., Green. 
The twi!la opened the doo~s and each 
took a seat by a windot1!l They didn't want to 
... 2 e> 
m.:tss anythingo Mother placed boxes ot food in 
back of their station wa~ono Father helped with 
the camping equipment<;) 
"We o rs off, n sang the twins o 
They didn u t have to travel very far 
before they reached an exit to the turnpike. 
"TUr-npike straight ahead, 
No~th, first right, 
South~ second right6 " the twine read 
Soon they approached the toll gateo 
Men in uniform. were passing out tickets and 
collecting moneyo 
"One, two§ three - there are six 
laneso ~ee o.n each side divided by an island 
of grass," Bob shoutedo 
~e twins were ~illed by the tn~ 
teresting and scenic sights. 
"What beau t:lful ~ee s B Look hot-t 
colorful they areo The green leaves are changing 
to red, orange and yellow»'' exclaimed Jan.eo 
"It v s Autumn, VD replied Bobo ffTJle 
season between summer and winte~." 
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The children decidad to have an 
animal contest¢ They ware passing many tar.mso 
Bob and Jane named all the animals they could 
seeQ T.nere were horses, cows, rabbits8 goats 
and ebickenso Mother was score keeper. Bob 
Swish sh sh~ Whiz z z o Jane and Bob 
soon discovered these strange noises were coming 
from the huge trailer t:rucks and buses passing 
them byo These sounds made their car vibrate0 
1be twins held on tightl'1 to their seats o 
"This is like riding an a.mu.sement at 
the fail'>c lrJhat funi" they shouted. 
Shiny new tall buildinga could be 
seen in both directions. 
"I shall be working in that round 
shaped building straight ahead next month," 
said Dado "Many places or business have moved 
here f~om the busy citietJ~~~ n 
MOther noticed the timec 
"1rle better stop at the next picnic 
area for dinner e " 
All agreed.Q) 
Mr" Green went from second lane to 
As soon as they ~pproached the picnic 
grounds .they pulled over to the side of ·the road¢ 
Everyone got out and stretched. 
While Mrs. Green was setting the 
picnic table the twins noticed the different 
colored number plates on back of the automobiles$ 
, .. , 
"Each state has a different oolor8 " 
Dad statede 
He he1ped the twinS read soma ot the 
"Peopls a:tl'e traveling from eve:cym.ere,n 
the twins commentedo 
"Dinner is ready~ n 
As they ate 9 Bob and Jane satll' that otb.e8J 
families were enjoying themselves close by~ 
Soon the Green family were offo 
Before l~ns.o they came to a. camping site~ 
"We ere here~ tt. shouted the twins with 
gleeo 
.. 
Everyone helped Dad with the camping 
equipmento Before long the tent was pitched 
and the~ sleeping bags were made ready. 
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At a distance the lights from the 
oncoming ears and t:rucks looked like. racing 
stars0 
No matter where the twins gazed9 ·tne 
stars seemed to twinkle abouto T.hess bright 
lights made them drowsy~ 
'
11Goodnigb.t l~otb.er and Dad111 We 
really enjoyed ourselveso ~ank youo" 
'Dle tt-1ins crawled into their sleeping 
bags and fell fast asleep. Their· eyes were 
weary o The7 had been busy all day explo~ins. 
the tul"onpike o 
lOO 
• THE ~OUSE IN T.HE MOON 
Just about everyone has heard of the 
Man in the r4oon Ill But!) if' you haven v t hee. rd. of 
·the Mouse in the 1-1oon, itt s because he was there 
for only a short t~eQ 
It all began one mrning when J:i:limrf ~ 
a curious little mouse who liked to eat, 
happened to see a crowd ot people gathered 
around a big silver and blue rocket shipe 
'a Why is everyone so exei ted ?'8 he 
wondered .. 
He soon found out that there was to 
be an expedition to the moono 
"An expedition to the moon& " he 
thought~ "Oh! What a wonderful place fo1! a mouse 
to liveo" You see, he had hearo that the moon 
was made o:r gJ?een cheese. And~ you know how 
mice like cheese. 
QUickly but ver!y quietly, J:l.:mm.y 
cx-awled past all the people and vight through 
the door of the big rocket ship~~~ Now, he was 
part of the e.xpedi tion~ His mouth began to water 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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as he thought of all th~t green oheeseG 
Thera was a g~eat deal of excitement 
as the Captain and his two men boarded the shipo 
!!here was even more excitement -w,:hen ·they hea~d 
the count dow:no TEN" NINE.. EIGHTo SEVEN... SIXo 
FIVE., FOUR& THREE. TWO.. ONEo BLAST OFF! 
Jimmy was on his way to the moon ... 
It seemed as though ·the trip vras taking 
longer than it should* However, one day, J~ 
could tell by the way the Captain was giving orders 
that they were ready to land~ 
The door of the silver and blue rocket 
ship flew open and they all went out to look 
aroundo Jimmy saw that there was no cheese herec 
All he could see was a sign that said., "THIS WAY 
TO THE MARTIAl\! HOTEL"fl> Thatts when tard. the 
... 
Soon there were M~tians appea~tng from 
everywhere~ ~ey t..ranted to ge·t a look at this 
strange thing that had landed on their plane·to 
The captain o:f the expedition explained 
to the mayor of the to~J.n that they had lost. their 
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way to the moono 
While the men were talking, J:i.mmy 
was busy looking things ova~o Ha noticed that 
there were no cats on Marse But as nice'<,as 
that may seem to a mouse he also noticed that 
there t-1ere no Martian mice.. "It wou.ldn0t be 
much fun living here)l ~' he said to himsalfo He 
wanted to gat back on the ship and head for that 
cheese .. 
The Ma.x-tian.s were very helpful people o 
They gave the Captain directions that would 
surely gat them to the moone 
"You can•t miss it, n the Mayor shouted 
as the door to the big rocket ship was closing~ 
And, they didn~t m:Is s it. The Martians 
had given them very good direetionse 
Tb.ey planned to sta7 o:n the moon to'!! 
one month.. That meant Jimmy had a little more 
than f'o\U' weeks to ·.r111 up on cheese~ And,· the 
best part was that he had it all to himself .. 
It tasted so gdod on the first day, he 
thought he might never go back to Es.rthe vJha. t a 
\-.ronder.ful placeR There was no one to bothw him 
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and he didn~t have to hunt for food.. But£' ai'ta~ 
green cheese for b~eakfast, dinner9 and supper 
eve~y day for 31 days~ Jimmy was in such a hurry 
to gat back home he was the t'i~st on board the 
day they were to retu~e 
He didn~t know if the three men ever 
planned to go back to the moon again but he did 
know that he wanted to stay where the food was 
different each day, even it he had to hunt fo~ it, 
and t~ere there were lots ot friends to share 1t9 
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DRIVER JACK 
JUst before school c losad for summ.e:r 
vacationJ; Jack received a lettax- hom his umle., 
Uncle F.red had a. large ranch. He invited Jack 
to spend the summ.ez:t at the ranch. Jack was 
thrilled to be invited to the ranch. After he 
read the letter, he ran to his mother. Jack 
was very excited. 
He eagerly asked, "Mothe~, may I 
please go to Uncle Fred~ s ranch this s~r? 
He asked me 1n his letter. Here, Mother, Nad 
1tJ re 
"Yes, Jack~> you may go to Uncle Fredts 
this summer, " said ~7other smil:tngo 
"Do you think Dad tv-ill let me go ?11 
he asked a.nxiousl7o 
"I'm quite stwe Dad will let you go. 
too, •• replied his mothero ''But I think you 
should write to Uncle Fred to thank him for the 
invitation." 
Jack tt~ote to Uncle Fred., Be thanked 
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him tor tne invitation. Be also told Uncle 
Fred when he would take the tl"ain and when he 
would arrive at the ~ancho 
T.ne ~esday after school closed8 Jack 
and his mother were on the traine It was a 
long way to the ranch., Jack was very quiet on 
the tripe He was thinking about all the things 
he would do at the rancho He would feed the 
animals o He would go to the post office for 
·the mail~ Be would r-ide one of the cowponies. 
Perhaps he might even help round up tb.e cattleo 
As Jack rode along, he passed m.an,-
billboarda.. One of the billboards caught his 
eyeo It said• "Stagecoach Inn., Dina in real 
western styl$e" 
The steady motion of the train and the 
long trip made Jack ve~y sleepyo Soon he dozed 
off to sl.eepe While he slept9 he dzaeamedo What 
a dream. he hadl 
It was back in the days of the Old 
Westo Jack was the driver ot the stagecoacho 
How thrilling it was to hear the stagecoach roll 
over the b~7 cobblestone roadS He. bumped and 
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bounced as he rode over the oobblestonese The 
baggage shook and rattl~d fl'om the bumpy cobble-
stone road. 
Tb.e stagecoach s\tayed from side to side 
as Jack lett the town~ No longe~ was the stage-
coach on the cobblestone roadiD Down the winding 
dirt road it went with its baggage and its pass= 
enge:rs out into the wilderness o This 1'11as wild 
countryo Dange~ was on all sideso 
was full. or Indians and banditso 
other day the most feared bandit. in the west 
tried to hold up Jack 1 s stagecoachl BUt because 
of Jacktrs plan with the sh~Pitf, the bandit ttms 
capturede So perhaps nothing tv-ould J:u~*'pen today-., 
Hardly had th1s ~ought cx-ossed his 
·mind wh-en Indians raced down the hills fr-om all 
sidese What was Jack to do? His passengers 
hadngt a chance against this great number of Indiansq 
Closer and o.loser. they came with wild war •moops,. 
The,- were just about to attack when Jack was 
awakened from his dreame 
Mother called:- i•come,. JackS Here we area 
. 
Tb.el,.e ws Uncle F:red waiting tol" us!" 
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THE BOLGI~A I.qAN 
A long time ago there was a little 
boy named Tony who lived in a village by th$ 
seao He was quite a smart boye Even though 
he was young, he had learned to play the ukelele. 
He liked to make up songs as he strummed on the 
strings~ One of his favorite songs wa.s 9 
w~ ti:rst name is Tony 
And. I like to 1'1.d.o m:y pony o 0 
One dayb &.s he sat by the 'Vtater 
watching the waves splash against tne rocks$ he 
noticed a boat sailing toward the docko In it 
was a man he had never seen before~ He knew all 
the men from the villageo BUtJ the most 
mysterious part about it all was the package 
the stranger was carrying under his armo Never 
had Tony seen such a long thin package o 
~ickly he picked up his ukelele and 
ran toward the doeko 
~e stranger didntt seem to mind When 
Tony said~ ".Excuse me, Sir~ but what are you. 
carrying in such a long ba.g?u 
1.08 
"It ll s my lu.neh, Boy 4) ~ lunch, n 
said the nm.n,. 
"Your lunch in a package three feet 
long?" he asked., 
"Sure, tt replied the mane ".ItSs bologna.o 
It's bologna." 
Tony looked puzzled and sa.id6 11 W.b.a.t~s 
that?" 
11You know., You cut off a piece and 
put it between two slices of breadQ And then 
you eat it. You eat ito" 
It was easy to see Tony had never 
heard of such a. thinge So, the strange!.~ made 
a sandwich :f'o~ him, right then and thereo 
"M;r goodness$" he thought, 11Th.a·t 
certainly is goode l:tis about the best tb:ing 
I•ve ever tasted.," 
He picked up his ukelele and sang, 
"M.v first name is To~ 
And I like to eat bolognae " 
Then the man left the village as 
inyste~:tously as he had comae 
· Af'te~ several years, Tony gl'ew up to 
be a fine young mano Be still played and sang his 
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songs but none seemed. to be as bright and ga"f 
as the song about the bologna o 
The time had come for Tony to go out 
into the world and make his own living. Since 
there was not much to do in his village: he set 
out in search of work :tn a far atvay citye As 
he 'tfalked thl'>ough the streets of that city, he 
was surprised to meet an old friend., It was the 
stranger who landed on the dock 1n his little 
village, long ago@ 
The man was quite old, by now9 and when 
he found that Tony t-ras looking for a.job.~~ he said, 
"I have just the thing for you~> Boy. JU.s.t the 
thingo n 
lrlhen Tony .found out what it was, he 
wished he had his ukelele with hima He could 
make up a. fine song for this good nevts.. You see., 
the stranger, who really liasnot a. strange~ S.'IJ:9' 
more, had told Tony he needed someone to l:l'lm his 
.factory for h:lme He wanted someone who would 
really enjoy the wo~kc He was sure Tony would& 
You see, in his factoey he made bologna$ 
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Mere~,- was a beautiful soft black 
cat~ He 'ti'as e. lovablej) mischievous cato He 
liked his master0 who was a boy named Bobo Bob 
was nine ,-ears oldo He liked Bobts friends, 
too. 
Bobts friends were Bill and sue 
Pingl'eeo They were ttdns, and they lived on 
Apple streeto 
}%6xtcU%:7 liked best ot ·all to lie in 
the wam sun~ 
One day 9 as he was asleep and ptt:rtr~ 
gently, he began to dveamo 
He became a lr-tandering vagabondo Be 
joined PopsieJJ the poodle next doorfl who be ... 
longed to Blll and sue o 
Mercu:ey and Popsie found a new 
friend, ~d Butter, who was a soft brown 
and yellow hamat&ro 
BU.tter enjoyed travel, too, tmd seeing 
the rest of the worldo Butter belonged to a 
111 . 
gil?l named Pollyo 
Marc~ and Popsie and .BUtter walked and 
walked~ They were fa'!! a~ from Apple street now. 
It was getting dark. ~e raindrops 
started to ~atte~ on the sidewalkc ~y looked 
for: a spot to d:ey' theia1t fur, which got wet ve%7' 
tasto 
Popaie wondered U Bill and sue t~ere 
miseing him~ 
Butter wonde~ed. 1f Pollf were missing 
"Do you like being a vagabond?" Me:teU%7 
asked Popsie and Butte~. 
· "Yes, we doi,. 
"All right! Letfls keep going.then,*' 
said .Mette'IU'Y'• 
!!.he clouds were clax-kero The ligb.tn:Sng 
made zigzag lines across the ~~v 
C·R-A-c ... Ja went the thunder. 
Suddenly the ra~n came down. 
A big truck went b:Y.9 It almost h:lt 
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the vagabondso The driver swerved 1n time. 
Be splashed them and went on. Be did not stop 
to see that the poor animals were wet and shivez-0 
inso 
Msrcury and Pops1e and Butter began 
to feel a little afraid. .lUst then a tr1endl7 
<!Fiver in a big yellot'l taxi came by. 
Be tooted, 11Bonkl Bonkl" so that he 
would not l'1m over the t~u;wee vagabonds. 
He looked at their faces. ~ey 
looked sad. The driver was a kind man. Be 
stopped his taxi, which said on the outside in 
big letters "Yellow Checker Oab"• and said to 
the vagabonds. "Would you three t:ravel~rs like 
a ride back to town?" 
"Yesl" sa:J.d the travelerso 
"All righ tl Climb in& " said the man .. 
Be was kind and Joll;y., He let the vagabonds sit 
beside him. They sat up on the f'ront seat, with 
their tails u.nde:r themo 
The cab driver was named Pete. He 
read each collar carefully o nxome you all go I" 
he said with a sm1leo 
ll3 
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"BU.r.'%78 tie have been vagabonds long 
enough, tt said MaX:~cUry e 
On Apple street the sun became hot. 
·"tl\ MereU%7 stirred. He waked. up and st:retched 
lasil7? He looked about him. He was sUFe he 
had been traveling. He felt haPP7• He stayed 
in the sun, waiting to'l! Bob to call hime 
He had had such a. wonderful drew 
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A kmd or meat 
A musical instrument 
An exploring trip 
A d.a.noer 
Moving with eaae 
VOCABULARY TEST 
Somethin~ you shake to make music 
A lt.1t ~f noise 
Can do many things well 
Only one like 1t 
To look forward to 
A kind or dog 
A kind or dance 
Guess about something 
Someone who walks 
Eyeglasses 
Things that are in the way 
To d.e a troy · 
Something like a circus 
A w3.ldoa.t 
Grand or handsome 
Very ateep 
Food 
2~ A narrow valley with high 
steep sides 
bologna 
ukelele 
1Jiart1an 
expedition 
ballerina 
gracefully 
tambourine 
t.umult 
versa. til$ 
unique 
anticipate 
retriever 
promenade 
speculation 
pedestrian 
spectacles 
obstacles 
carnival 
lynx 
magnificent 
precipitous 
spaghetti 
canyon 
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26., 
27o 
28 .. 
29 .. 
30 .. 
31 .. 
32i' 
33 .. 
.Lost 
~~ke greater than it is 
Bird 
One hundred years 
Bumping into 
A kind of road 
A way to travel long ago 
Used up 
Great trouble 
Name of a cat 
A wanderer who does not work 
•ro make sense 
A tale or story 
Figura outline 
Lifeless 
Most unusual 
stranded 
exasgerate 
pheasant 
ee11tury 
colliding 
cobblestone 
stagecoach 
depleted 
disaster 
Mercury 
vagabond 
logical 
legend 
silhouette 
limp 
extra.ord ina.ry 
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1., vegetable logs balloon bologna. 
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2 .. under ukelele towel useful 
3 .. March Mercury Martian Magnificent 
.1.~0 expedition explain extraordinary exclaim 
5o bologna balloon ballerina music 
6., happily suddenly gracefully colliding 
•~ tambourine vagabond promenade terrible 
8o ballerina tumult nose can do many things 
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9 .. vagabond canyon versatile very 
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lOo useful ukelele unique under 
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ll .. angry animal and anticipate 
lr, £...c special collar retriever return 
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31. steady stagecoach still 
station 
~
32. depend K decay depleted delight 
= 
33. happy dutr x· century dlsi:tstexo ~
34. ~-toney Mischief l{ercury 
Mouse 
-----
35. vagabond vacant wa.nt 
visit. 
36~ lons sense since 
logical 
~ 
-
.I 
31. tall legend lost 
listen 
--.. 
38., sllhouette colliding speculatio~ 
legend 
-
-
39. limp lynx lemon 
lost 
---
40. exclaim ext.ra.ox'd 1na.ry expedition 
eager 
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